
RIVER ANTON WAY
A walking guide to

Andover

Vision



Safety While Walking

Use pavements where they exist.
Take care when crossing roads and junctions, using marked crossing points 
where available.
Be considerate to other road users.
On country roads with no pavements:

Contacts

Any comments on the River Anton can be sent to:
Community&leisure@testvalley.gov.uk

www.testvalley.gov.uk

Anton please contact:

Community and Leisure Service
Test Valley Borough Council
Beech Hurst
Weyhill Road
Andover
Hampshire
SP10 3AJ
01264 368000

secretary@andoverramblers.org.uk 
or visit the website at www.andoverramblers.org.uk
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exceptionally high quality that supports a 

development and inappropriate river 

value. A partnership set up in 2008 
between Test Valley Borough Council, 
the Environment Agency and Hampshire 

to improve the River Anton and its 

The River Anton Way 
- A Brief History

Enhancement Scheme, the River Anton 
Way was originally a scenic 3.8 mile walk 

Lakes in the north, via the town centre to 
Rooksbury Mill Local Nature Reserve in 

clear waters and opportunities to watch 

make their home on the River Anton. 
Finger posts and interpretation boards 

walkers an insight into the history 

Benches positioned along the route 
provide ideal places to rest and take in 

The Original River Anton Way – Charlton Lakes 
to Rooksbury Mill Local Nature Reserve
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The Extended River 
Anton Way – Rooksbury 
Mill Local Nature 
Reserve to Chilbolton

Ramblers and sponsored by Test Valley 
Borough Council, the original River 

Chilbolton. The route meanders through 
typical Hampshire countryside and 

country lanes.  Unlike the nature reserve 

rainy periods. Where the route is along 

horse riders.

the route.
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For convenience, this guide describes the 

The River Anton Way starts outside the 

it continues on to Anton Lakes. The 

Chilbolton. 

Charlton Lakes 
and Anton Lakes

Headwaters and Anton 
Lakes Local Nature 
Reserve

extraction, the headwaters and lakes 
support an excellent habitat resulting 
in a largely underdeveloped and wild 

conservation, Anton Lakes exhibits a 

visitors to experience nature up close, 
and the return to historical management 
techniques such as grazing has led to the 

Marsh Orchid and local rare Long Stalked 
Yellow Sedge.

Charlton Lakes

Here the natural chalk has largely 

which has created two small lakes. The 

lake all year around, with many species 

pipistrelle bats, water voles and otters.
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the pavillion and start of the 
river anton way

there are many information
boards along the path

Charlton lakes

the bridge where the river 
anton leaves anton lakes

the river anton enters anton 
lakes

the river anton leaves 
charlton lakes

1 2
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Andover 
Town
The path leaves Anton Lakes where it 

Shepherds Spring Lane and Charlton 
Road without seeing the River Anton, but 

Watermills Park where it continues on to 
Rooksbury Mill Local Nature Reserve.

Railway to Andover 
Town Centre

As the walk enters the town some 

However, the river channel is generally 

water, resulting in important river 

Historic structures such as weirs and 

and mammals such as the water vole. 
However, otters have been seen travelling 
through the town centre between Anton 
Lakes and Rooksbury Mill Local Nature 
Reserves.

Town Centre

As you enter the town centre the river 
becomes heavily constrained and little 

However, recent development in this area 
has provided an opportunity to restore 
important wetland habitat areas adjacent 
to the river channel, encouraging species 

2
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Town mills was recorded in the domesday book.  It ceased being 
a mill in 1974 and is now a pub.

8 - the reiver anton flows 
alongside watermills park.

21

the recently renovated 
riverside walk

the vikings come to andover

An impressive sculpture view towards bridge street3 4

5 6

modern safety rails designed 
by a local school

5 the river anton flows 
alongside watermills park

5
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Rooksbury 
Mill Local 
Nature 
Reserve
into Rooksbury Mill. Lake creation and 
historical water level management 
associated with its past use as a mill and 

and degraded the natural chalk river 
habitat. However, as with Charlton Lakes 
and Anton Lakes upstream, these lakes 

in their own right. Lakeside seating 
provides ideal opportunities to observe 

Animals such as water voles, otters, 

the reserve. 

1

a variety of seating is available 
In the reserve

1 a detailed map of the reserve
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we cross the river anton at the 
footbridge as the path snakes 
between two lakes

2

a view from the bridge in 
summer

4

one of the two rooksbury mill 
nature reserve lakes

56

a view from the bridge in 
winter

3

swans crossing the river 
anton way

5

A great crested grebe
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Parish 
of Upper 
Clatford
As you leave Rooksbury Mill, and 

approaching the underpass under the 

an old railway bridge over the Pill Hill 
Brook which joins the River Anton. The 
path emerges onto Watery Lane and 
soon passes the Crook and Shears Pub. 

bridge over the old dismantled railway 
line you can see an old signal. The route 
passes the church and cross the River 

Court Farm. The path then turns right 

1

2

3

4
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the path goes under the a30351 the old railway bridge over pill 
hill brook

52
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the 17th century crook and 
shears pub on upper clatford 
high street

3

all saints’ 12th century church5

a view of the river anton 
opposite the fisherman’s 
cottage

57

old railway signal made from 
railway track

4

crossing the river anton at the 
fisherman’s cottage

6

the queen anne farmhouse of 
norman court farm

58
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Parish of 
Goodworth 
Clatford
The path joins Green Meadows Lane 

the bridge, the River Anton Way turns 

The sharp-eyed may spot a thatched 

river. As you go under the electricity 

1
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A view of the ford and 
footbridge on green meadows 
lane, goodworth clatford

1

the goodworth clatford 
community shop is only 10 
metres from the route

3

a fishing hut on the river anton55

The route passes the royal 
oak pub. the previous pub was 
destroyed in WWII by a flying bomb

3

riverside park in goodworth 
clatford

4

the path follows the course of 
the river anton

56
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Parish of Wherwell

1 23

4

5
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a footbridge across the river 
anton

a view from the footbridge1 2

walking beside the river anton fullerton mill. the last 
view of the river anton 
before it joins the river test 
downstream from the mill

3 4

follow the course of the old 
railway under the a3057

the old platforms at fullerton 
railway station where the line 
north divided to andover AND 
whitchurch

5 6
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Parish of 
Chilbolton
The River Anton Way enters Chilbolton 
when it crosses the River Test using the 

bridge where it ends. The Test Way is 

River Test 200 yards to the south west 

car park. 

1

2 3
4

5

the path uses the disused railway 
bridge to cross the river test 
and cross the chilbolton AND 
wherwell parish boundary

andover ramblers way-mark the 
route

1 2
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the river anton way ends 
where it meets the test way 
under a3057 road bridge

a view across the footbridge3 2

The nearby mayfly4

the river anton joins the river 
test south of the mayfly pub

5
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